Abstract. Automatic construction of the thesaurus in the car patent field is an important semantic tool of car patent organization and retrieval. Not only the traditional method of constructing thesaurus is time-consuming and laborious, but also the speed of updating the thesaurus is slow. This paper puts forward equivalent relationship features weighting, correlative relationship features weighting and rank coefficient calculation three algorithms to respectively identify equivalent relationship, correlative relationship and hierarchical relationship, so as to achieve automatic construction of the thesaurus in the car patent field. This method brings new ideas to construct the thesaurus.
Introduction
Now, the car is people's important traffic tool and researches for the car grow with each passing day. With the people's attention to the car, more and more car patents appear. How to effectively organize and retrieve these patents is a more urgent problem to resolve.The thesaurus of car patent is a collection of car patent knowledge and it is an important tool for the car patent database construction and retrieve.It can effectively identify whether patent belongs to the car related field and improve the users' retrieval efficiency. At present, not only the speed of hand-built thesaurus is slow, but also the disunity of different staff's experience and knowledge causes different construction standards. The most important is that the speed of updating the thesaurus is slow and it is not conducive to the application. Therefore, the research for automatically building the thesaurus in the car patent field has great practical significance.
At present, the research for the thesaurus is mainly focused on thesaurus conversion [1] and comprehensive upgrade and maintenance of existing thesaurus [2] . However, in terms of automatically building the thesaurus, the main methods include transformation based on WordNet [3] , concept space [4] , integration of existing vocabulary.These automatic construction methods are either built out the specific use environment, or only identify the correlative relationship between words. This paper applies the related knowledge of statistics and equivalent relationship features weighting, correlative relationship features weighting and rank coefficient calculation on the basis of computer-related technology to automatically identify equivalent, correlative and hierarchical relationship between words in the car patent field, according to the three relationships to automatically build the thesaurus in the related field of car patent.
Construction technology of thesaurus in the car patent field
The thesaurus in the car patent field is composed by some relationships between vocabulary in the related field of car patent. Its specific performance is equivalent, correlative and hierarchical relationship between vocabulary.
Equivalent relationship identification.Equivalent relationship between words in this paper refers to words that have the same meaning such as bicycle and bike, words that have the opposite meaning such as input shaft and output shaft, words that have the similar meaning such as protective layer and insulating layer.
Because synonyms in this paper are terms in the patent, most of these terms are combination
International Conference on Education Technology, Management and Humanities Science (ETMHS 2015) words that patent authors use. However, the vocabulary of existing knowledge table is limited and calculation method of using existing knowledge table is obviously not feasible. In addition, every patent author has differences in the style of using words, so taking advantage of pattern matching to calculate will be limited. Therefore, this paper carried out co-occurrence analysis and literal similarity to identify synonyms.
1)Co-occurrence analysis
If two words are synonymous, the words that appear around them are often same. The words that are far away from the current word have low association degree with the current word. According to the above theory, use the words around the current word to represent the current word and use them to conduct a gradient co-occurrence window weighting. Specific weighting method is formula (1) .
(1)
In the formula (1), t i is the current word; t j is the around words of t i ; k represents the total number of current word; wei�t i , t j � represents weight in the vector constructed by word t j and target t i ; dis�t i , t j � n represents the number of non-stop word that appears between word t j and target t i in the same section.
Target words vector is constructed by formula (1) and this paper takes advantage of cosine distance to measure the semantic similarity distance between two words. The calculation method of cosine distance is formula (2) .
In the formula (2), T 1 and T 2 are two different words; K represents the dimension of feature vector; W 1i represents the value of the i dimension in the feature vector of word T 1 ; W 2i represents the value of the i dimension in the feature vector of word T 2 ; W(T 1 , T 2 ) is the distance between T 1 and T 2 .
2) Literal similarity
For different words, if they are more similar in literal, the association degree between words is greater. Therefore, this paper uses the literal similarity algorithm that is mentioned in the literature [5] .Specific calculation method is formula (3).
In the formula (3), T i and T j are differents words; S�T i , T j � represents the literal similarity between words; L ij represents the number of same word in T i and T j ; L i and T j are respectively the length of T i and T j .
3) Equivalent relationship features weighting
In order to improve the effect of identifying equivalent relationship between words, this paper puts forward co-occurrence analysis and literal similarity to identify equivalent relationship between words. Calculation method is formula (4).
In the formula (4), T i and T j are two different words; Sim�T i , T j � that is calculated by formula (2) represents similarity between two words; S(T i , T j ) that is calculated by formula (3) represents literal similarity between two words; α and β are weight factors and α+β=1.
Correlative relationship identification.Correlative relationship mainly calculate the correlation degree between words. The algorithms of calculating the correlation degree have mutual information, Dice measure etc [6] . This paper uses Dice measure and lexical semantic distance to calculate association between words. Dice measure method is formula (5) . Although it can efficiently overcome zero-probability event and low-frequency phenomenon, but it cannot correctly reflect correlative relationship of two words that donot appear in the same document. The semantic distance between words just makes up for the shortage of Dice measure in this aspect.
In the formula (5), T i and T j are two different words; Dice�T i , T j � represents Dice measurement value of T i and T j ; F(T i , T j ) represents the number of articles in which T i and T j appear together; F(T i ) represents the number of articles in which T i appears; F(T j ) represents the number of articles in which T j appears.
1) Lexical semantic vector construction
For the term T that appears in the patent, it can use others terms that appear with T at the same time to replace. So, this paper puts forward formula (6) to construct corresponding semantic vector.
(6) In the formula (6), T i is the term that is extracted from patent literatures; wei(T, T i ) represents the weight value in the vector that is constructed by T and T i ; k represents the total number of articles; F(T i ) n represents the number of T i that appears in the n article.
2) Correlative relationship features weighting
This paper takes advantage of complementary characteristic of cosine distance and Dice measure and puts forward formula (7) to identify association degree between terms and chooses top 20 words.
In the formula (7), T i and T j are different words; Rel�T i , T j � represents correlation degree between words; W(T i , T j ) calculated by formula (2) represents semantic weight between words; Dice(T i , T j ) calculated by formula (5) represents Dice measurement weight; γ and δ are weight factors and γ+δ=1.
Hierarchical relationship identification.At present, hierarchical relationship identification is mainly based on literal similarity [13] and cluster [7] . The former cannot reflect actual application words, and cannot identify rank relationship words that donot have literal similarity. Therefore, this paper chooses rank relationship based on cluster to identify.
1) Hierarchical cluster algorithm
According to the different methods of calculating distance between cluster, hierarchical cluster algorithm can be divided into the following three methods:
Single connectivity algorithm takes the distance of the most similar two samples between cluster as two clusters' distance.Obviously, it might take dissimilar clusters into a cluster.
Full connectivity algorithm is in contrast with single connectivity algorithm. It takes the distance of the most dissimilar two samples as two clusters' distance. It overcomes the shortcomings of single connectivity algorithm.
Average connectivity algorithm takes the average distance of two samples between cluster as two clusters' distance.
2) Rank coefficient calculation
At present, Du Huiping[14] etc ever have mentioned that it can take word frequency and word length as factors of considering hyponymy. The possibility of the higher frequency as hypernums is greater and the possibility of the longer length as hyponyms is greater. This paper also thinks that the possibility of the greater inverse document frequency as hypernums is greater. According to the above factors, this paper quantifies the level of vocabulary such as formula (8) .
len(Ti) (8) idf(Ti) = log(N n i ⁄ ) (9) In the formula (8) and (9), H(Ti) represents rank coefficient of vocabulary; Freq(T i ) represents total frequency of T i ; len(Ti) represents the length of T i ; idf(Ti) represents inverse document frequency of vocabulary; N represents total number of document; n i represents the number of document in which appears Ti.
Data and experimental results
The terms in construction thesaurus are extracted from 1246 patent literatures. And it uses 3140 terms that appear more than 40 times to conduct synonyms, correlative relationship and hierarchical relationship identification. And through the identification results of three relationships construct thesaurus.
Equivalent relationship identification experiment.This paper uses formula (4) to calculate the equivalent relationship between two words. The experimental results are shown in Table 1 . 53.75% Through the results, we can see that the method that is used by this paper has a certain effect, but since the case of the words that are not synonyms but accompany with each other is more, leading that the experimantal result is not enough high.
Correlative relationship identification experiment.This paper uses formula (7) and formula (5) to calculate the correlative relationship between words. As follows, this paper uses PWM to compare the method that is put forward by this paper with only Dice measure to calculate correlation degree. For example Table 2 . Table 2 From the Table 2 , we can see that the method that merges Dice measure and cosine distance is better than the methods that only uses Dice measure and generated correlation results are basically reasonable.
Hierarchical relationship identification experiment.This paper uses single connectivity cluster, average connectivity cluster and full connectivity cluster three algorithms to conduct rank cluster experiments and each algorithm chooses a plurality of thresholds. It selects the best set as the experimental results through artificial scoring .The experimental results are shown in Table 3 : 
Thesaurus evaluation
This paper counts number of entrance words, formal theme words, genus item, subitem, parameter, unrelated number. The results are shown in Table 4 : Through above parameters of car patent field thesaurus, we can see that the entrance rate of thesaurus constructed by this paper is lower.The main reason is that a part of synonym cannot be correctly identified. However, for association ratio and reference degree, the main reason is that correlative relationship redundancy is more and it has error correlative relationship.
Conclusion
This paper puts forward the equivalent relationship weight method of co-occurrence analysis and literal similarity features , correlative relationship weight method of imerging Dice measure and semantic distance between words and hierarchical relationship method of imerging word length, word frequency and word inverse document frequency. It achieves automatic construction of thesaurus in the car patent related field. For the constructed thesaurus, though the constructed thesaurus has low entrance and association ratio,reference degree are higher, but the speed of the thesaurus constructed by hand is fast and it is easy to update and application is convenient and construction standard is unified and it provides new ideas to automatically construct thesaurus.
